In earlier days women laced themselves ever so tightly and uncomfortably to meet fashion's whim. But now, thanks to comfort, women demand and wear garments that are not only stylish but comfortable as well. Rubber garments are also worn by women who are not stout, but they like the freedom and comfort. Corset bandeau combinations gain new friends every day. The new styles of clasp arounds (no laces) also the popular step without a sign of a clasp. Our rightly designed back lacing garments continue in high favor and among our selections every woman will be sure to find a scientifically designed model which will impart the slender, youthful lines of today. The front lace will always be preferred by some women for its smart, smooth line and its comfortable front fastening.

The use of elastico to make certain gentle restraint of the figure and to assure slender lines has reduced the number of stays. It is a right fashion for the woman to have the correct healthful figure support, natural grace of body, loveliness of figure, and ease of muscular activity. Garments which truly express this Freedom are featured on this and the following pages with our guarantee of your complete satisfaction.

## Freckle Grace Ensemble

**Combining:**
- True-Grace Ensemble
- Detachable Ceinture Step-In

**Price:** $2.95

---

A lovely, new model of incomparable charm particularly in the interesting development in the 'New Freedom' fashion of the perfect combination garment. The effect on the figure is exactly that of the one-piece garment except that the upper part being quickly detachable permits the skirt to be worn as a separate. The bottom part is a step-in model, close-fitting, made from delicate and lightweight material, and fitted with shirred, cloth covered, elastic shoulder straps and fine support for the bust. Vertical plackets at the center front, about the diaphragm and abdomen, induce gentle restraint. Garment can be worn together or separately.

**Price:** $3.45

---

**Description:**
- Even sizes only, 32 to 44 inches bust measure, 21 1/2 inches long.
- Made from the finest Rayon deau. Upper part a fine fitting short band, horizontally placed across the front for correct diaphragm and abdominal control. "The New Freedom in Corsetry."